One Week Before You Register...

In this email, we're sharing some suggestions to help you register like a champion. We're just about one week away from registration, and we want to make sure you're prepared. Check out some useful tips (taken from the Registration Guide) below! And, in a few days, set some reminders to complete these day-before-registration suggestions!

Need a reminder on how to complete some of these? There's a whole Registration Guide available on the Course Registration Resources page!

MISS YOUR REGISTRATION MEETING?

No Worries, We've Got Recordings!

First Year Advisors from all colleges and schools have hosted Registration Meetings to help students prepare for Spring 2022 registration. Recordings, slides, and useful resources from these meetings are available on our site!

EXPLORING USEMs?

We've Got Them All in One Spot!

Browse Course Descriptions for all Spring 2022 USEMs!

MOREAU NEIGHBORHOODS?

Only for the Fall Semester!

Moreau Neighborhoods are used for respiration only in the fall semester. This spring, you can select any available FYS 10102 section!

LOOKING FOR STORIES?

The Exploration Series is still available on our IG Videos! Have you met a Computer Engineering and Philosophy double-major? How about a Biology and Theology double-major? Interested in studying a language? Or curious about Anthropology? Our Instagram has stories from students from all kinds of majors and minors!

LOOKING FOR GUIDANCE?

Feeling overwhelmed by the thought of selecting a major or research opportunity and not sure where to start? By reflecting on these questions you will be able to make informed decisions regarding your next steps as a Notre Dame student. Remember, this is a journey — you don't need to have all the answers right now. You just need to take the first step.

AND, CHECK OUT THIS OPPORTUNITY BEFORE YOU REGISTER!

The Global Engagement Certificate

Notre Dame's Global Engagement Certificate program rewards the learning and experiences students are already engaging in, then encourages them to deepen their understanding of languages and cultures. Open to students in any college or school, this certification will stand out on your resume and LinkedIn profile and show that you spent your time at Notre Dame expanding your mind and building valuable skills by engaging with the world.

Follow Us on Instagram!